
Waterlow: Multiples Offered Online for £141
These rarely seen designs are generally known in vertical strips of three or as singles, but not in large blocks

Readers atelists. *
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Harrison: New Colour Combinations Surface
Bi-coloured dummy stamps offered by British dealer

One of our American readers kindly gave your compiler details of four bi-coloured Harrison dummy stamps.
These are the type where the head did not properly fit into the frame and perfect registration proved difficult,
resulting in a more appropriate head being used in subsequent printings. Stamp dealer Candlish McCleery was
recently selling these dummy stamps at £185 each and they are no longer online, so presumably sold. *
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Harrison was Once Located in the Wilds of Hayes
Not what one might expect of a security printers today

Prior to the purchase of the famous Harrison site at High Wycombe, stamp printing (including the dummy
stamps on page one of this issue of DS) was undertaken at premises acquired in Hayes, Middlesex. These
days, we have come to expect security printing works to be contained within grounds surrounded by high-
rise fences and with CCTV cameras everywhere. Well, back in the early part of the last century nothing
could be further from the modern approach, where picket fences sufficed.

This postcard view of the “Stamp Factory, Hayes” certainly does not look as if stamps would be produced
within and shows just how primitive the site was. The view is said by some to have a "wild west" feel to it.
Apparently the roads were so poor leading to the factory that Harrison supplied all employees with electric
lamps to guide them back to the railway station!

The "WHA" initials on the bottom right front of the postcard stands for the photographer, namely W H
Applebee of Ashford, Middlesex.*

Perkins, Bacon Wrapper
Rarely seen item of ephemera offered

It is not often that wrappers are seen for stamp printers
these days.  This is especially true of the older printers,
such as Perkins, Bacon. There is no indication as to what
was being wrapped, but it could conceivably have been
postage stamps…or simply an item of commercial printing.
Despite being undated, it must be from 1905, the year that
the company moved to Southwark Bridge Buildings, or up
to 1936, when they went into liquidation.*
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Poor DLR Dummy
Awful quality stamp offered

For £114, you could recently
buy the dummy stamp shown
alongside…but why would
you! Said to have a “slight
crease”, no mention is made
of the two large areas of
foxing and overall poor quality. For around £100,
you could purchase a   pristine block of four at the
same online site. *

Machin Training Stamps
Rarely seen in full sheets

This pre-decimal Machin 3d sheet was offered
online and is unusually in a full sheet.  Note how
the defacing bars fall short of the top and the bottom
margins, probably indicating that they were applied
subsequent to the printing of the actual stamps,
which were produced on reel-fed presses. *

De La Rue Stationery Die
On offer recently at £127

The die proof impression depicted below was
undertaken by Messrs Thomas De La Rue in 1882

and depicts Italian King Victor Emmanuel II.*

^

Bradbury, Wilkinson Bank Note
An attractive dummy note, but who undertook the engraving?

Details of this experimental bank note are unclear, but it is a
lovely item that sold for £140. *
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...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
    Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.

Thank you. * 

Harrison and Self-adhesive Stamps
‘New’ item from 1967 revealed

A regular reader and friend kindly sent a scan (along-
side) of an item from his collection about which he
seeks  information. The piece may be familiar to
some readers, but this is different to the normal
versions in that it is printed on a self-adhesive
paper stock and is not on a water-activated substrate.

The owner states: “My thoughts are that after losing
various contacts in the mid to late 1960s to Walsall
Printers / Samuel Jones perhaps they were doing
some investigations.”

According to another friend (who has undertaken
extensive research into the self-adhesive origins of
modern British stamps), apparently there is little in
the archives of The Postal Museum that would assist
and he states that: "The only reference I can find is
that Harrison felt they would need to resort to
existing self-adhesive stock, but had concerns how
well it would perform using gravure".

Maybe this item was produced as a test to see how
printing on that existing self-adhesive stock might
address those concerns? If any reader feels that they
can add anything to the story, then a response sent
care of your compiler would be appreciated. *

Autumn Stampex, London
A reminder that this stamp show will be held at The
Business Design Centre, Islington, from Wednesday
to Saturday September 11-14. Do try to attend. *
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